Five groups of suspensions composed of polystyrene particles, having similar size but different effective surface charge, were adopted to investigate the effects of surface charge and volume fraction on the homogeneity of colloidal crystals through checking the difference between D exp and D uni by reflection spectroscopy method (D exp , D uni are the experimental and the expected value of the average nearest neighbor interparticle distance by assuming a uniform structure, respectively). We found volume fractions (ranging from 0.006 to 0.02) and structure types basically have no influence on the values of D exp /D uni . Moreover, for crystals formed by lowly charged particles, D exp /D uni is approximately equal to 1, implying the crystals are homogeneous. With the increase of effective surface charge, D exp gradually deviates from D uni and the formed crystals become inhomogeneous. Our experimental observations are in accordance with the previous simulation results. Additionally, we also found D exp /D uni initially drops quickly with increasing effective surface charge and then it tends to an asymptotic value (∼0.85), it is supposedly due to the saturation of effective charge. Our relevant computer simulations confirmed that the study scheme that using D exp /D uni as an indicator to assess the homogeneity of crystal structure is tenable and the simulation results are consistent with experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Charged colloidal particles suspended in de-ionized water under appropriate conditions can be self-assembled into highly ordered arrays of particles: colloidal crystals. 1, 2 This self-assembly process of colloids directly appears analogous to their atomic or molecular counterparts with proper scaling considerations and therefore can offer a useful model system for studying general principles of the crystallization of materials. 3 Since time and length scales in colloidal crystals are several orders of magnitude larger than those of atomic or molecular crystals, one can acquire various more suitable tools and instruments for observation and measurement in investigation of crystallization to gain an insight into crystal growth. 4, 5 It has been generally acknowledged that the crystalline structure of like-charged particles is formed due to the pure repulsive interparticle interaction that can be described by the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) theory, which combines the effects of the van der Waals attraction (shortranged and negligibly small for interparticle distance exceeds 200 nm) 6 and the electrostatic repulsion. In practice, Yukawa potential, based on DLVO theory and referred to as the screened Coulomb repulsion, has been widely used in modeling various substances in category of soft matter. 7, 8 However, there are some phenomena 9-13 that may not be explained rationally within the framework of the DLVO model. Among these "puzzling phenomena," a straightforward example is the structural inhomogeneity (namely, the crystal region contains some voids) of colloidal crystal in chargestabilized colloidal suspensions. The argument is that if only repulsions exist between charged particles, the ordered structures should be uniformly distributed in the container without voids. However, some experimental observations indicated that there are voids, 14, 15 as well as some "self-sustaining structures" (localized, ordered structures of particles) 16 appeared in charged colloidal crystals. This structural inhomogeneity in crystal directly challenges the repulsion-only Yukawa potential (the short-ranged attractions are completely masked by Coulomb repulsions). To explain this structural inhomogeneity, inclusion of a long-range attraction, in addition to repulsion interaction, between particles has been suggested. 12, 17 More specifically, the Sogami-Ise (SI) potential 18 was proposed in order to overcome the abovementioned difficulty of the Yukawa potential.
Until now, however, whether a long-range attraction really exists still remains a quite controversial issue, see the related papers by Overbeek, 19 van Roij, 20, 21 Schmitz, structural homogeneity of the colloidal crystals. Another parameter that may influence the structural homogeneity is volume fraction. This paper is aimed at exploring whether and how particle charge and volume fraction affect the structural homogeneity. If voids exist, the average nearest neighbor inter-particle distance (ANNID) would be, due to a reduction in overall volume of the ordered region, less than that when the ordered structures is uniformly distributed. Therefore, the magnitude of ANNID for a specific colloidal crystal system has previously been used 12, 16 to judge whether its structure is homogeneous (ordered colloidal particles occupy the entire volume of the container) or not.
Let within the range where the experiments were performed, but it decreases with increasing Z e until an asymptotic value is reached. In addition, our computer simulations using SI potential seem to be consistent with the experimental results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the experimental method and computer simulation framework. Section III provides our results and discussions. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND COMPUTER SIMULATION

A. Preparation and characterization of PS particles
The PS particles used in the experiments were synthesized by an emulsion polymerization method. 27 The prepared PS particles carrying a large number of ionizable sulfate groups, which are directly related to bare charge of particles. By varying the amount of K 2 S 2 O 8 in the synthesis, the grafted surface groups can be controlled, yielding particles with different bare charge, represented by analytical charge Z a , which can be determined by conductometric titration. Due to limited skill and expertise, we cannot ensure so-produced particles to be quite identical in size and also to have desired surface charge. Prepared PS particles were stored with resin (G501-X8(D), Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA) for further deionization.
The diameter and polydispersity of the particles were measured by means of dynamic light scattering (DLS, Brookhaven Instruments Corp., USA) and the values were also verified by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2100).
B. Effective charge determination
In this study, the particle radius is so much smaller than the interparticle distance due to strong repulsion that charge numbers become a dominant parameter. When PS colloidal particles are suspended in a polar solvent (usually water), the sulfate groups dissociate, leaving negative charge at the surface and counterions (proton) into the solutions. However, due to the accumulation of micro-ions around highly charged colloidal particles in electrolyte solution, the degree of dissociation f is usually much less than unity. 28 Therefore, the effective charge Z e , which is the essential parameter to determine the interactions, can be quite low as compared to analytical charge Z a . Hessinger 29 proposed a conductivity model to estimate the effectively transported charge Z * σ quantitatively. In the case of deionized suspensions, assuming the additivity of all conductivity contributions, the conductivity of the suspension is given by
where σ 0 is the conductivity of particles plus counterions and σ B the background conductivity, n is the particle number density and e elementary charge, μ H + and μ p is the mobility of protons and charged particles, respectively. μ H + is 36.
The plateau value of μ p is chosen as in Refs. 29 and 30 because it saturates at a large value of n. Thus, the effectively transported charge Z * σ is taken as the only free fitting parameter in the σ -n relationship of Eq. (1). A typical σ -n relationship for particles PS1 is shown in Fig. 1 . In the range of n concerned in this study, σ and n keeps strictly linear, in despite of the first order freezing transition n ≈ 3. increasing order of effective charge in Table I , were determined similarly.
C. Sample preparation
Our experiment is arranged for the D exp measurement for particles with different Z * σ and . Suspensions were divided into five experimental groups depending of Z * σ and each group has eight subcases corresponding to eight different raging from 0.006 to 0.02. The samples used were prepared by carefully mixing the stock latex with a certain amount of pure water in vials, and then the mixtures were sonicated for several minutes to attain homogeneous ones. After some resin added, the vials were sealed with laboratory film (PARAFILM R M, Chicago) and put on rotation stage to deionization. The particles' volume fraction (or number density n) and degree of deionization were checked again after D exp measurements were completed by conductivity measurements.
D. Characterization of colloidal crystal
Our equipment is composed of a fiber optic spectrometer (Avantes, Avaspec-2048, Netherlands) with a tungsten halogen light source (Avalight-HAL, Netherlands) and a bifurcated fiber optic cable. By shaking, the formed crystal can melt and after the shaking stops the process of recrystallization starts. The measurement was performed only after a stable crystal structure was formed, and similar measurements were repeated for several times at different positions of the sample cell to get the average D exp for each subcase.
Reflection spectroscopy has been employed to determine the crystal structure and D exp in colloidal crystals. [31] [32] [33] [34] Based on the Bragg's law, we can get 2dsin θ = mλ/ν, where d is interplanar distance, θ is Bragg angle, m is integer, and ν is refractive index of medium so that λ/ν is the wavelength in medium. In PS colloidal dispersions, ν can be estimated from the indices of water and PS and the volume fraction by ν sample = ν water (1 − φ) + ν ps φ. For the measurement of interplanar distance by RS with normal incidence as shown in our previous studies, 33, 34 Bragg angle is 90
• , then lattice constant l can be written as
D exp can then be deduced from lattice constant l as follows.
For λ corresponding to the (110) plane of bcc-like structure, which can be determined by reflection spectrum as in our previous studies, 34 D exp is
For λ corresponding to the (111) plane of fcc-like structure:
From the above derivation, we can see that the same formula
is suitable for both bcc and fcc-like structures.
E. Computer simulation
The study approach by means of ANNID measurement presented in this paper is based on the premise that inclusion of attraction besides repulsion interaction between particles makes the ordered structures to have some voids inside, rather than to homogeneously fill the entire accessible volume. To justify this physical picture, we also performed computer simulations using the molecular dynamics (MD) method.
A typical MD simulation is carried out in the NVT ensemble. The period boundary condition is applied and the equation of particles' motion is integrated using velocity Verlet algorithm. 35 The constant temperature is controlled via Berendsen thermostat. 36 Initially, we place the particles (N = 4000) randomly in a three-dimensional cubic simulation box (see Fig. 2(a) ). After a long enough periods of MD time steps, the system can reach equilibrium so that some parameters needed are calculated. The parameters adopted in the simulations are compatible with those for suspension of PS5 (the corresponding parameters used in simulations can be seen in Table I , and the salt concentration is estimated to be 3.0 × 10 −6 M according to the conductivity of water, 15 volume fraction is 0.01). The interparticle pair potential was chosen to be Yukawa (repulsion only) or SI form (with longrange attraction) for comparison. From the simulations, we can find the following characteristics for the colloidal structures:
1. When only Yukawa potential is used, the formed ordered structures homogenously fill the entire accessible space (see Fig. 2(b) ). 2. When the SI potential, which takes the long-range attraction into account, is used, voids appear in the ordered structures. However, in crystal regions the structures are still homogenous to a great extent (see Fig. 2(c) ). 3. The ANNID value for case 2 is smaller than that for 1 apparently because of the shrinkages of crystal regions due to the existence of voids.
More detailed data and discussions about the simulations will be given in Sec. III. Apparently our computer simulations offered the evidence in support of the tenability of use of D exp /D uni to assess the inhomogeneity of crystal structure.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Structure of colloidal crystals
Our previous study 33, 34 has shown how to use the RS method to identify the types of crystals and also to achieve a series of kinetic parameters during crystallization of charged particles. Typical spectra of bcc and fcc colloidal crystals in our samples are shown in Fig. 3 . Due to the limitation of available wave vector q (16-48 μm −1 , calculated from the wavelength of the spectrum) and multiple scattering effects, the volume fraction used here is from 0.006 to 0.02. The minimum for crystallization is around 0.002, but to shorten the crystallization time, we chose = 0.006 to be the starting point. From the relative positions of the reflection peaks, we can determine the crystal structures formed by PS1 are bcc and the crystal structures formed by PS4 are fcc for all the investigated .
B. Influences of volume fraction and crystal structure to D exp
The structures and lattice parameters of charged colloidal crystals depend on surface charge and also volume fraction of the particles. Both experiments and computer simulations have shown that low inter-particle repulsion and low volume fraction make colloidal crystals exhibit bcc structure and fcc structure is more favorable for higher repulsion and higher volume fraction. [37] [38] [39] [40] For the five groups of PS particles investigated here, PS1 are bcc in the whole range of from 0.006 to 0.02. PS3, PS4, and PS5 which have larger effective charge exhibited fcc structures at the stable state, though bcc may be formed in the early stage of the crystallization process. 41 However, the crystal formed by middle charged PS2 takes bcc structure when 0.006 < < 0.016 but fcc structure for ≥ 0.016. The wavelength of the primary peaks, bcc(110) and fcc(111), for colloidal crystals formed by all the five groups particles are compiled in Table II . From the wavelength of primary peaks, the value of D exp can be calculated by Eq. (5) . PS1  1084  982  918  865  820  783  749  725  PS2  909  828  758  712  677  668  640  620  PS3  946  865  812  765  733  699  676  604  PS4  1073  965  900  855  812  773  747  726  PS5  926  847  787  740  703  673  648  626 increasing . There is a small jump between = 0.014 and = 0.016, which is corresponding to a switch of crystal structure from bcc to fcc. In this paper, we are more concerned about the ratio D exp /D uni versus , which was shown in Fig. 4(b) . Note for a homogeneous bcc or fcc-like structure, the value of ANNID can be calculated by D uni = √ 3/2(2/n p ) 1/3 and D uni = √ 2/2(4/n p ) 1/3 , respectively. We found two most striking characteristics: Firstly, though D exp changed markedly with varying , D exp /D uni , an indicator about the crystal is homogeneous or not, basically keeps unchanged. The average value of D exp /D uni is about 0.89, implying the formed crystal is inhomogeneous (voids exist). Secondly, when the suspensions experience a switch from bcc to fcc structures with increasing , no obvious influence to D exp /D uni is observed. Again, the inhomogeneous here means the coexistence of voids and ordered structures and in crystal regions the structures are still homogeneous, having equal nearest neighbor inter-particle distance, which is corresponding to D exp measured by RS.
C. Surface charge dependence of D exp /D uni
More groups of particles with different surface charge were investigated. In Fig. 5(a) , the ratio of D exp /D uni for all five groups including PS2 are shown. For each particle group, D exp /D uni basically keeps unchanged with varying . D exp /D uni is about 0.98 for PS1 in the whole range of from 0.006 to 0.02, that means the ordered structures fill up the whole space with no voids. We need to take into account that the calculation of D uni is based on the assumption that only a single crystal is formed, namely, the crystal lattice of the entire sample is continuous and unbroken to the edges of the sample. However, what we obtained in the experiment is actually polycrystal and the defects will make the average interparticle distance be smaller than that for a single crystal. Therefore, it is natural to have D exp /D uni equals to 0.98 instead of 1; namely, D exp is 2% smaller than D uni . We assume that this 2% of shrinkage is due to the presence of defects in multiple crystals. Now we can see that compared with a single crystal the defects in multiple crystals do cause shrinkage of the average interparticle distance, but this shrinkage is quite small in percentage. For crystals formed by the other groups of particles, the average values of D exp /D uni are all smaller than unity markedly (see Fig. 5(a) ), but one characteristic is the same, D exp /D uni basically keeping unchanged even though the suspension is diluted to twice its original volume. Here we need to stress that the result of D exp /D uni remains unchanged probably is true only specially for the range of in our experiment. Actually, we have seen D exp /D uni for PS2 has a bit of tendency to go up toward lower (∼ 0.006-0.008). For highly charged colloidal particles PS4 and PS5, their analytical surface charges are 25602 and 18233, respectively, but their relevant effective charges are only 998 and 1003 (see Table I ). This is because the strong coupling of the counterions in the vicinity of the particles makes the effective charge of particles to reach a saturation value, as formulated by the prominent mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory. Quantitatively, Alexander et al. 42 dielectric permittivity of the suspension and k B T is the thermal energy. According to their calculation, the predicated maximum effective charges of PS4 and PS5 are 1208 and 1062, respectively, that are close to our measured values 998 and 1003. This saturation of effective charge suggests that the ratio of D exp /D uni has a minimum reachable value. Apparently, in our case this minimum value is around 0.85.
D. Comparison between experimental and simulation results
In order to give explanation to the coexistence of voids and crystallites, some theoretical attempts have been made. The theory of "volume term," proposed by van Roij, appears to succeed in explaining gas-liquid and gas-solid coexistence in the framework of DLVO theory. 20, 21 Sogami and Ise indicated that under certain circumstances, conterions-mediated attractions between like-charged colloidal particles must be taken into consideration; and they further proposed a new form to describe the effective pair-potential U s (r), which includes a long-range attractive term in addition to the usual repulsive screened Coulomb term:
where A = 1 + κa coth(κa), r is the closest inter-particle distance, and a is the radius of the particle. κ is the inverse Debye-screening length given by 43, 44 
where n is the particle number density of the suspension (m −3 ), N A is Avogadro's constant, and C salt is the molar concentration of the foreign salt (mol · L −1 ). The first term in Eq. (7) In this paper, for comparison purpose, we also performed MD simulations by using SI potential. As mentioned earlier, our computer simulation only took aim at verification of the study scheme of judging the inhomogeneity of colloidal crystals by means of ANNID measurement. The relevant results presented here, as a typical example, are only for suspension of PS5. More comprehensive results and discussions of the simulation will be presented in a separate publication.
The parameters adopted in the simulations are compatible with those for suspension of PS5. 45 Note that D sim /D uni < 1, which does indicate the suspension is inhomogeneous, i.e., coexistence of voids and crystals, as revealed in the snapshot of configuration in Fig. 2(c) ( = 0.01) . On the other hand, all the calculated well depths largely exceed the thermal energy k B T, implying the formed crystals are very stable. Our simulation results show that SI potential can satisfactorily explain the experimental phenomena although it does not necessarily mean that SI is the only candidate to account for the experimental observations. Apparently, the most convictive evidence to clarify this problem would be directly measuring the interparticle interaction experimentally, though such a measurement is very difficult as indicated by Tata.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an experimental study on the effects of effective surface charge and volume fraction on the homogeneity of the ordered structure by adopting the ratio of D exp /D uni to be an indicator. D exp measurement is achieved by reflection spectroscopy.
The results of our experiments can be summarized into two main points. First, for the particles with the same effective charge, the value of D exp /D uni is basically unchanged in the range of from 0.006 to 0.02, although D exp alone drops significantly with increasing . Second, the value of D exp /D uni initially drops quickly with increasing effective charge and then tends to an asymptotic value (∼0.85). A possible explanation for this "minimum" asymptotic value is due to the saturation of the effective charge. Our preliminary computer simulations also produced results that are consistent with experiments. Our findings appear to conflict with DLVO theory based on the repulsion-only assumption. Inclusion of attraction seems to offer a possible explanation for the existence of voids, although whether this explanation is unique is still worth to further investigate for more profoundly revealing the nature of interaction between charged particles.
